1. Definition of the polynomials and numbers. Let us be given two linear operators P and Q with their inverses P~x and Q -1 . We shall assume that P reduces the degree of any polynomial by 1 and that Q reduces the degree of any polynomial by k ^0, that P operating on a constant gives zero and that Q operating on any polynomial of lesser degree than k gives zero. We assume that P, P" 1 , Q, Q~l each, where
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TOMLINSON FORT [August applicable, gives a unique result except that it is permitted that the result of operating with P~1 lack in uniqueness by an arbitrary additive constant and by Q~l by an additive arbitrary polynomial of degree less than k. We assume, moreover, that we are given a set of polynomials f n (x) where f n (x) is of degree n, such that 
where n L 0 , • • • , n L n -k are independent of x but uniquely determined. The c's may be determined constants or may be arbitrary depending upon the nature of the operator Q~1.
However,
+ [terms of degree less than k].
We next assume
Under this assumption
Equating coefficients we find
In other words, the L's are independent of n. Henceforth we write
For reasons of symmetry and consequent simplification of the sequel we do not take the L n 's just defined as our fundamental sequence of numbers but the set g n determined from the following equations fn(g) =L n where subscripts are applied to g rather than exponents in the expansion of f n (g). Such a determination is always possible and unique. We then write
We choose to write this f n (x+g) of which more will be said later. We then have
The polynomials F n (x) are the polynomials 5 in which we are interested and the numbers g n constitute the corresponding sequence of numbers.
2. Special cases, 6 We now consider these special cases. (a) Bernoulli polynomials and numbers: d dx (b) Bernoulli polynomials and numbers of the second kind :
(c) Bernoulli polynomials and numbers of higher order as defined by Nörlund: A ƒ(*) = -(ƒ(* + «) -ƒ (*)) ;
This name is applied through analogy with the Bernoulli polynomials of higher order as defined by Nörlund and as a natural extension of the Bernoulli polynomials of the second kind already referred to.
(g) Euler polynomials of higher order :
f n (x) any set of Appell 9 polynomials. 
R(D)f n (x) = nfn^x).
(1) Interchange D and A in (j).
3. Summation formulas. In the remainder of this paper we shall assume/ n (0) =0.
We first prove a lemma with reference to f n (x). We shall prove that 
+ -±-J fn-2(x)f 2 (h) + • • -+ ƒ"(*)•
To do this we write
where the fr's are as yet undetermined. Such an expression is possible 8 F. H. Jackson, Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, vol. 41 (1909 Mathematics, vol. 41 ( -1910 We understand by a set of Appell polynomials a set of polynomials such that {d/dx)f n {x)-nfn-i{x) and of the second kind such that
since f n (x-\-h) is a polynomial of the nth degree in h. We determine the b's by successively applying the operator P to (13) as a function of h and then letting h = 0 remembering that/ n (0) =0. We have attached a meaning to f n (x+g).
With this meaning in mind we prove that (14) ƒ
"((* +h)+g)= fn(x +(h + g)).
Exponents are applied to x and h, subscripts to g. Expansion of the left-hand member of (15) is the same as that given in (9) with (x+h) replacing x. The whole expansion carried out on both sides of (12) 
is exactly the same as the expansions of ((x + h)-\-g) n and (x + (h-{-g))
n with the exponents replaced by the /-function. Thus fk(x) replaces x k . Inasmuch as the binomial expansion yields an identity so does the expansion in terms of ƒ that we are considering. Now consider any polynomial of degree m+k which we write
\p(x + g) = a 0 + aifi(% + g) + • • • + a m +kfm+k(x + g) = a 0 + aiFx(x) + • • • + a m +kF m+h (x).
Hence by (8)
We apply Taylor's formula symbolically to this, that is, we write
and determine the c's by first letting h--g and then successively applying P, remembering (10) and letting A = -g after each application. 10 We get
Hence by (15) m p rjA
This is a polynomial identity. het\f/(x) = P~kx(x) where some particular determination is chosen in case P~k is not unique. Then
10 Here, of course, when h is replaced by g an exponent is changed to a subscript.
(18)
Like (16) this is a polynomial identity. It includes as special cases Taylor's formula, the Euler-Maclaurin formula 11 of classical mathematics, the Boole formula, and so on. Formula (17) will be written out in detail for two interesting special cases.
Let 
In the above formulas Bf\h) is the Bernoulli polynomial of order k and degree j, similarly bj k) (h) is the analogous polynomial which we designate as the Bernoulli polynomial of the second kind of order k and degree j. Formula (18) should be compared with a related formula of Nör-lund. 12 If the operator X)^o]CS-o " ' * Z^-Y^s applied to both sides of (18) we get an interesting result which should be compared with a formula studied by the author in an earlier paper. 13 4. A remainder formula. Let us assume that \//(x) is no longer a polynomial but that it is such a function that all operations applied to it in the sequel are meaningful. We consider formula (16) The corresponding formula for (17) 
